TE-BS 8540 E
Belt Sander
Item No.: 4466230
Ident No.: 11057
Bar Code: 4006825537307
The Einhell belt sander TE-BS 8540 E is a high-quality, powerful tool which provides flexible/user-friendly service to ambitious DIY enthusiasts. The
speed electronics is adjustable to the material & application. The front cover can be flipped up to allow perimeter sanding work. The belt position can
be optimally set with the precision adjustment facility. Thanks to the locking lever the belt can be changed with just a twist of the wrist, the handle
needs no tools for adjustment. For safe & tireless operation there is a soft grip. The integrated dust extractor & adapter for an external dust extractor
keeps the workplace clean. The cable clip secures the wound-up cable. Complete with one sanding belt (P80).

Features
- Easy & quick sanding belt change thanks to locking lever
- Speed electronics for material and application suitable working
- Exact belt position thanks to precision adjustment
- For flexible operation there is an additional adjustable handle
- Both integrated and connection for external dust extraction
- Front cover can be flipped for perimeter sanding work
- Safe and comfortable operation thanks to the soft grip
- Cable clip for securing the wound-up cable
- Incl. 1x sanding belt (P80)

Technical Data
- Mains supply
- Power
- Idle speed
- Sanding belt
- Sanding area

230 V | 50 Hz
850 W
300 - 400 m/min
75 x 533 mm
75x140 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight
- Gross weight single packaging
- Dimensions single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight export carton
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

3.1 kg
3.75 kg
414 x 175 x 176 mm
4 Pieces
17.2 kg
435 x 380 x 400 mm
1600 | 3200 | 3840

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved
GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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